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all
To a complete degree or to the full or entire extent whole is often used
informally for wholly.
All by himself.

always Without variation or change, in every case.
If the marriage doesn t work out we can always get divorced.

anyhow In any way whatsoever.
Two suitcases flung anyhow.

ever At all times all the time and on every occasion.
They lived happily ever after.

frequency
The rate per second of a vibration constituting a wave, either in a material
(as in sound waves), or in an electromagnetic field (as in radio waves and
light.
An increase in the frequency of accidents due to increased overtime.

frequent
Frequently encountered.
A frequent or common error is using the transitive verb lay for the
intransitive lie.

frequently Many times at short intervals.
They go abroad frequently.

incidence The relative frequency of occurrence of something.
The entire incidence falls on the workers.

infrequently Not many times.
A storage area for infrequently used items.

intermittently At irregular intervals; not continuously or steadily.
He has worked intermittently in a variety of jobs.

occasional
(of furniture) made or adapted for use on a particular occasion or for
infrequent use.
An occasional worker.
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occasionally At infrequent or irregular intervals; now and then.
He was arrogant and occasionally callous.

oft Many times at short intervals.
An oft quoted tenet.

oftentimes In many instances.
I would oftentimes go there.

periodic Relating to the periodic table of the elements.
The periodic appearance of the seventeen year locust.

periodically From time to time; occasionally.
The newsletter is sent out periodically to update members.

quite
Of an unusually noticeable or exceptional or remarkable kind (not used
with a negative.
Are you quite certain about this.

rare Not widely distributed.
One of Britain s rarest birds the honey buzzard.

rarely Remarkably well.
I rarely drive above 50 mph.

really
Used as intensifiers real is sometimes used informally for really rattling is
informal.
They don t really listen to us.

recidivism Habitual relapse into crime.
The prison has succeeded in reducing recidivism.

regular Regularly scheduled for fixed times.
Am I eating and sleeping well Oh yes and keeping regular too.

regularity
A property of polygons: the property of having equal sides and equal
angles.
He came to see her with increasing regularity.

seldom Not often; rarely.
An old seldom used church.

sometimes Occasionally, rather than all of the time.
Sometimes I want to do things on my own.

sparse Scanty; in short supply.
Trees were sparse.

sporadic Recurring in scattered and irregular or unpredictable instances.
A city subjected to sporadic bombing raids.

sporadically Occasionally or at irregular intervals.
He worked sporadically at part time jobs.
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successively In proper order or sequence.
He served successively as a major and a lieutenant colonel.

usually Under normal conditions; generally.
Heat resistant paints are usually black or aluminium coloured.


